The Zones
adapted from David Thornburg, PBS Commentator

People learn in a variety of ways, and providing
unique spaces allows learning to flourish.
Selecting appropriate and comfortable furnishings
shows you understand students’ needs.

CREATION SPACES:
Learn by Doing
KwikBoost
Charging Locker

Active, flexible learning spaces support team collaboration
and project-based learning. Comfortable, movable
furnishings and access to technology are priorities.

TechnoLink®
Media Table

Keep devices powered
up for learning. Fast
action charging fits into
student breaks.

Brainstorm on 1 side;
share screens on the other.

See our portfolio at

Smith System
Flavors Noodle
Chairs
™
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Available in 3
seat heights to
accommodate
students of all ages.
Seat back tilts for comfort.

TechnoLink Printer
Cabinet/Work Table
Kite® Mini Mobile Tables

Makes it easy for any lesson to
come alive with supplies and
printing capabilities at the ready.

Ideal for active learning
environments in which classrooms
need to be adapted for different
lessons and activities. Only takes 1
person to flip and move a table.
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Bretford® MOTIV™
Lounge Tables
Table shapes include triangles, squares
and circles. Lounge seating height;
holds collaboration essentials: devices,
reference materials, refreshments, etc.

Hive
This seating creates a cozy, semi-private area for group work or conversations.

WATERING HOLE SPACES:
Learn from Peers

Breakout spaces can be retreats for small groups to
collaborate, share information and host project updates.
Semi-private spaces are perfect for 1:1 learning.

Collaboration Station
Provides power access to charge
devices and an ample work surface.

LIFE:
Bring it together
and apply to the
Real World

Palmieri Bloom Lounge Seating
Lightweight and easy to move, a student can select a seat
and relocate to a favorite nook to read and contemplate.

CAVE SPACES:

Learn from Yourself

Sometimes we all need to escape to think, reflect and prepare for what lies ahead.
Quiet hideaways can help students focus and dive into their studies.

ColorScape® Furniture
Colorful, clever browsing bins, reading seats
and shelving displays create an environment
for self-discovery and exploration.

Bretford® MOTIV™
Mid-back Sofas
Convenient power access within reach.
Tall seat backs provide some sound
isolation to diminish disruptions.

Reverse Lounge Chairs
Backwards, forwards — students
choose the position that is most
comfortable for them.
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Smith System™ UXL
Crescent Desks & Flavors Chairs
Casters allow students to gather around an
instructor or expert and listen closely.

Community™
Hoopz Chairs
Lightweight chairs
are easy to arrange
and add visual
appeal to meetings,
events and programs.

CAMPFIRE SPACES:
Learn from Experts

Creating environments that foster conversation and
sharing between teacher and students inspires learning.
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TouchIT™ Interactive
Touchscreens – LED
The modern chalkboard, instructors
use multi-touch technology to
reinforce key points and make
lessons dynamic and enriching.

GoJuice Table
Wires and outlets may tether
students and instructors at times.
Here, the issue is avoided with
rechargeable, wireless power
access and go-anywhere casters.

freshcoast Beach Stones
Lounge Seating
Unique shapes nest together in
countless organic configurations that
work for storytimes and instruction.
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